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Author: Lucille Cedercrans
About: This is the second part of a course that outlines a new approach to both education and getting
better at living life. This work is not published, and with good reason is not available except through
taking a course with a teacher trained in the very concepts and techniques found in the course. It is
a group study: it is best studied within a group and as a group. Most if not all who have taken this
course would agree that it is life changing.
Availability: Only one lesson at a time from a trained teacher.
Course Status: We will be starting this course in the summer of 2018 on Thursdays at 10:00
am Mountain Time, USA. The prerequisite for this course is to have taken Teacher Training. As in
Teacher Training, the group alignment in this course is so strong as to sometimes stir up long dormant
emotional-mental forms. Participants must be familiar with the processes of transmutation in order to
have a sense of how to deal with these stimulated forms. If you are interested in this course, please
use the Contact page to let us know.
Excerpt:
First, what is consciousness? Do you define it as soul? A state of being aware? As the magnetic field of awareness between spirit and matter? Let us take this approach: the magnetic field
of awareness, of beingness, between spirit and matter. That positive pole, your spiritual aspect,
your focused individuality, your identification within the One Life - we speak of as the Monad.
Your negative poles of manifestation, the matter aspect, the reflection of the individualized
identification within the One Life is the mental ego, the ‘‘I’’ consciousness focused within the
physical brain. Imagine, visualize a line of light extending downward from the monadic focus
of spiritual fire which is your spiritual identification, into the physical brain to anchor itself as a
conscious ‘‘I’’, a conscious individuality incarnate within the three planes of human endeavor.
Now, what is it that is conscious? Is it the Monad or is it the mental ego? It is neither. It is that
consciousness thread which we have visualized as a line of light which moves out of the Monadic center and down into the mental ego center.
One identification is of spirit, the other of form. As these two identifications act and react one
upon the other, there is created then between them an ever widening sphere of awareness,
an ever widening sphere of that consciousness of being. As that consciousness reflects itself
upon the different frequencies of spirit and matter, what we refer to as states of consciousness are created. For instance, there is that state of consciousness which is identified with and
within the form, which literally powers itself into form, gives itself to form. There is that state of
consciousness which is identified as soul, which gives itself to both spirit and matter, to both
monad or the will-to-be and form, and which as it comes into its higher identification as Christ
meditates between spirit and matter or monad and the mental ego or mental form. There is that
state of consciousness which we refer to as monadic, as consciousness of the Christ as Master, since it has mastered the form nature.
Now, I would have you think of your own interior being. What is it in nature? It is first of all
monadic - spiritual, a focus of individuality which has been defined in the Western world as the
Christ consciousness. This particular state of being which we define as monadic is like that of a
Master within the Hierarchy. Thus, you as monads have a specific relationship with and within

the Hierarchy, a specific monadic place within your ashram and within that ashram as a part of it; a
specific Logoic place within the central directing life of the planet and from within this a specific Logoic
place from within the central directing life of your solar system. This you are within your monadic center, your spiritual individuality, your spiritual identification within the One Life.

